125I seeds implantation plus pelvic lymphadenectomy in the management of localized prostate cancer.
In this study the authors present their experience of treatment of intraglandular prostate cancer with 125I seed implantation. At ten years, the overall survival for T1 and T2 stages is 71% and 57% respectively; and for G1, G2 and G3 grades the survival rate is 84%, 54% and 44% respectively; NED ten-year survival is 53% and 52% for T1 and T2 stages, 84%, 40% and 33% for G1, G2, and G3 grades respectively. The statistical evaluation seems to confirm that iodine brachytherapy is suitable for well differentiated and small volume tumors. Local recurrences, complications and side effects are also reported and compared to corresponding data collected following external radiotherapy and radical prostatectomy; the survival results are similar, but the incidence of complications is lower following implantation and in particular regarding continence and potency. In conclusion, the authors believe that iodine seed implantation could offer patients, who are often young and asymptomatic, satisfactory chances of survival and a very high quality of life.